The Ambassador of Hope
By Corascendea Cathar. Version of 10th November 2018

The cancer trade uses this man, whose name is Chris Geiger, as an example of
its success in treating cancer. From a computer programmer in Somerset, he
became an entrepreneur part living in a billionaire quarter in Florida, while
rattling cancer charity tins. Geiger never had cancer. Exposed and with the
income from other people’s cancer slashed, he attempted to become a Great
British Baker. He started by advertising sugary foods on the same platforms
where he advertised research that claimed these to be a cause of cancer.
This individual was subject to a horrific medical blunder. Being able to fool
and see others suffer the same way as he had suffered made Geiger happy.
He saw in it his revenge upon the World that let him suffer unfairly. The
cancer trade subsequently sold Geiger’ case as a cancer success story. Can
there be a con more evil and sick than this? To date, the BBC supports and
spreads the story. Already exposed as a con, in 2017 the Hello! magazine and
the Duchess of Cambridge personal biographer, Claudia Joseph, promoted
him, while maliciously lying about an innocent Dr Cathar.
Unlike with the earlier editions, which he printed himself, he states in the
edition published in February 2015 by One World Publishing, that he had
cancer treatment, but he no longer states that he had cancer. This
constitutes his own admission that he lied about having had cancer.

Geiger has gone to the Irish Examiner to write, in an article published
14.11.2012, of his alleged cancer and the lie rapidly grew into a BBC TV Inside
Out West documentary broadcast 14.01.2013 in which the BBC painted him a
hero and an example to other cancer sufferers to look toward. The BBC
confirmed that they do not have a proof.
The cancer business presented Geiger as a humanist. Geiger wrote books
about his non-existing cancer, he got the “Columnist of the Year” award, he
had been entered into the Guinness Book of Records, newspapers were
writing about him, he gave radio interviews and public speeches - and he
collected money in the name of charities.
None of those made to promote him saw a proof of his cancer. Even after
being made aware, the BBC continues promoting Geiger, e.g. via radio
interviews with Vanessa Feltz, Sue Dougan and Radio Scotland in 2015 and
the BBC Bristol to date, in November 2018.
Widely discredited and thrown out of serious cancer
venues, in 2017 he became a star of the Hello!
magazine. While admitting in his own write-up, to
anyone with two brain cells to rub together, that what
he had was no cancer (see last para on Page 1), royal
reporter Claudia Joseph, right, found his drivel an
“incredibly moving” cancer story.
In an 8 page response of 20th November 2014 to a complaint to the BBC Trust,
Leanne Buckle, a senior adviser, confirmed that:

 The BBC never had and they never saw a proof of Geiger’s alleged
cancer.
 By implication, that the BBC need not have proofs of something in
order to produce a factual film about it.
 It is the viewers’ responsibility to present a conclusive proof that
the BBC is lying.
 The viability of the BBC “scientific documentary” film is supported
by a marketing entry on Amazon by Geiger selling his book:
http://www.amazon.co.uk/ChrisGeiger/e/B009F35SLO/ref=sr_tc_2_0?qid=1427971081&sr=1-2-ent

For more on this see Appendix on Page 29.

It looks like the BBC does not as much as try to appear a serious broadcasting
organisation interested in the Truth.
It is your responsibility as the viewer to prove conclusively, that they lie.
And even then, they do not care and nothing happens.
The BBC does not consider itself obliged to correct their story on Geiger, even
though the contents were a fabrication picked from the thin air.

In 50 years the cancer rates have multiplied. By 2015, every second
person has cancer at some stage – it is the fastest growing business
projected to affect everyone by 2030. The survival rates are
increasing with some cancers and the volume of treatments, and
therefore of profits, are rocketing.
Which business or its
shareholders would want to change that?
In 2013, the “award winning” film editor, Dimitri Houtart, who made the film
about Geiger, was made Environment & Rural Affairs Editor for BBC Radio 4.
Producers Malcolm Prior and Kirsty Hemming have moved to other units.
None of the makers of the film on Geiger stayed at Inside Out after 2013, bar
Alastair McKee who was thrown out the series in 2017.
More on the Inside Out film: http://www.cathar.org.uk/data/articles/Dhaxem_and_Cancer.pdf

Besides his imaginary cancer, Geiger became sufficiently affluent to move to
Florida, to become a hotel owner in the Philippines, and through his
corporation CKG Holdings, amongst other things, he bought his own printing
business to publish his books glorifying cancer which a reputable publisher
would be unlikely wanting to touch. The facts he lists disprove his own
alleged story, (read later) but if labelled “positive”, for cancer sufferers the
drivel will do. Geiger was “crookwatched” already prior to 2013.
After being exposed by Dr Cathar, Geiger was kicked off the PhUSE
conference in London in October
2014, where he was previously
announced as a “keynote speaker”
and he was kicked out of Florida.
Like attracting like, the impostor
became the honoured star of the British Oncology Pharmacy Association 2018.

From published articles:
“Chris Geiger is an ambassador for both Cancer Research and Bristol’s ‘Above
& Beyond’ hospital charity.”
“To donate directly, visit www.donate.ChrisGeiger.co.uk or follow him on
Twitter at www.Twitter.ChrisGeiger.co.uk”
It seems that it does not matter
that he never disclosed how he
came by his assets. The charities
are issuing no assurances on the
monies. Carry on donating!
The BBC steers cancer victims to
Geiger and the cancer victims,
including children, go on to
following the BBC hero on Twitter. Amongst the accounts which appeared
on his Twitter is hard porn from different parts of the World, generally
disrespectful remarks, e.g. towards the
elderly, arrogant racist comments and
even images of hard drugs. This is the real
Geiger – the BBC “Samaritan” and the BBC
“exemplary citizen”!
Geiger may have become a heroin addict.

Gieger’s hotel is in a seedy part of the Philippines, where “Sex tourism, child
prostitution, and human trafficking are closely linked... Corruption and

prostitution are flourishing because of the country's inability to enforce law
and prosecute criminals.” http://www.dw.com/en/philippines-struggling-totackle-child-prostitution/a-18305386

Geiger stated that he wanted to “help others”, but do these obscene entries
give the image of a caring
person concerned about
others?
On the tweet left, he makes an
association with a film that is
noted for explicitly erotic
scenes, while he seemingly
ridicules the elderly as an
unlikely subject to these
exploits. Or am I getting this
wrong? Does his comment
read as a concern about their
well-being?

Can the following condescending statements come from the sensitive and
caring person the BBC and Claudia Joseph want you to believe that he is?

About himself, Geiger writes:
“…Michael Douglas and I may have been twin brothers in a
previous life, as we have too much in common for it to be a
coincidence”. Mrs Geiger prefers to be
seen (or perhaps not seen) under a
large hat besides cups resembling a
stack of toilet pans on Geiger’s Cancer
in Common, which they run jointly.

A comment in the Telegraph, in response to the BBC West “Inside Out” film in
January 2013, reads:
Crookwatcher
01/21/2013 05:14 AM
Each year, in the UK, over 150,000 people, diagnosed with cancer, die. These
are the ones who have chosen “Life-saving Modern Cancer Therapy”. To
smokescreen the fact that all cancer victims who chose the orthodox package,
were dying, often very quickly, the US cancer business adopted misdiagnosis,
as a policy.
“Beginning in 1940, through redefinition of terms, various grades of
malignancy were classed as cancer. After that date, the proportion of “cancer”
cures having “normal” life-expectancy increased rapidly, corresponding to the
fraction of questionable diagnosis included.” US cancer statistician, Prof. H B
Jones.

The misdiagnosed tend to, initially, survive the tumour-attack onslaught but
are prone to develop serious disease, cancer included, in the future.
Cancer is defined as a malignant condition in which the spread of abnormal
cellular growth is, or could become uncontrollable.
On 17th March 2014, in its series „Bang Goes the Theory”, the BBC broadcast
another film on cancer. Even just the relevant contents of this film have
confirmed that Geiger never had cancer. Cancer is only a tumour which
spreads, it is not any growth. (Geiger, or the Inside Out film of January 2013,
were not mentioned.)

Geiger had a growth that became initially confused with cancer.
Misdiagnoses, particularly concerning an inflammation called Sarcoidosis, are
common.
Geiger’s account in his book gives
overwhelming indications instead of
cancer, in the direction of Sarcoidosis.
His and the BBC’s entire claim to
Geiger’s cancer consists of brandishing
an unidentified 25 years old x-ray no
medical specialist will comment!

It is now concluded that Geiger
had sarcoidosis and he and the
BBC lied about an alleged cancer.
The most likely explanation behind Geiger is that, with his mind twisted by the
experiences described in his book, how in hospital he saw people dying and
purposely watched the coffins being removed etc., he will have proceeded to
seek revenge on others for his suffering, which he will have perceived as
“unjust”.
An internet search for “sarcoidosis and cancer” will bring up patient accounts and even case
studies in which cancer and sarcoidosis were confused. The disease usually starts in the
lungs … and/or lymph nodes (especially the lymph nodes in your chest). Certain people are
at higher risk for poor outcomes from chronic (long-term) sarcoidosis. This includes people
who have lung scarring…. “
http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/health-topics/topics/sarc/

“Clinicians need to keep in mind that sarcoidosis can mimic cancer…”
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1755001710000059
Similar is suggested in “Rare manifestations of sarcoidosis” by D.R. Moller.

One blogger writes: “The majority of us Sarkies have been told we had
Cancer, typically lymphoma, prior to being diagnosed with the Sarcoidosis. I
was one of those that fell into this category.”
http://sarcoidosisexperience.blogspot.co.uk/2011/08/sarcoidosis-and-dreaded-c-word.html

Since a study announced in 2016 found that sugary foods are causing cancer,
Geiger flooded the same medium on which he announced that result, with
countless adverts for sugary foods.

http://www.yourtango.com/2016284779/sugar-causes-breast-cancer-according-to-brandnew-study

The media and the cancer charities were asked whether this is a confirmation
by their champion that cancer is generated deliberately.

Chris Geiger
“I was diagnosed with cancer” and “with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma”, Geiger
claims in the BBC “documentary” and in an article published in the Irish
Examiner on 14th November 2012 – without a proper proof, and without a
single physician confirming the diagnosis.

By labelling him a
“cancer survivor”, the
BBC has made the
diagnosis for him. This
constitutes an unlawful
act on part of the BBC.
Geiger’s book is sold to
cancer patients and their
families. It is alleged real
stories of the “hear to say” type appearing in women’s magazines.
The only story with any flesh to the character is the one in which Geiger unveils
his own:

A diagnosis was never given; the name of Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma was
chosen by some possible consensus for the sake of a name, but the cell
formation did not fit … This means that not only did Geiger not have cancer,
but even the tumour, and if he had one, has not been identified.

… Eventually bone marrow transplant took place on patient’s own request…
This means a massive immune input, i.e. what should have been the body’s
natural defence to start with – instead of drugs, least of all chemotherapy
which he was pumped with.

If there is a legitimate explanation to Geiger acquiring money, the likely
explanation would be that he received a compensation for medical damages!
… and how “uplifting” was the atmosphere in the hospital (In 2011, Geiger won
the Columnist of the Year award for his “uplifting” stories - about other
people’s cancer.) :

… not even when it comes to cancer, does Geiger omit implying differences
between people according to country and hate directly from the author’s heart
seem to be flowing through his last words. He signed his article as:
“Always your number one enemy! Chris Geiger”. (Full story appended.)

Why did he not sign: “On behalf of humanity”, or anything else positive and
beyond himself? Geiger’s style indicates a self-centred revengeful person.

Psychologists and psychiatrists should comment whether this above (from the
BBC film) is not the face of a likely psychopath.
Page about Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma from the Cancer Research UK website:

It would seem unusual for NHL to have started in the middle of the chest,
where Geiger claims to have developed it. Nowhere has Geiger suggested that
he would have had extranodal disease, but according to this information, that
may have been the correct name. Have Cancer Research UK not picked this up
with their ambassador?
On Saturday, March 22nd 2014, agony aunt Mrs Mooney,
left, (another “Samaritan”) gave this advice in Mail Online:

… “No worries! One in three of us will get
cancer”…
It is official since 2015 that already every second
“ordinary” person will have cancer. There are
large families considered “the elite”, who tend to
live well into their 90s, cancer free.
“… a piece of toast is not enough, so I beg you to use any shortcuts you can. There are so
many ready meals in supermarkets, … you might like to get a copy of The Cancer Survivors
Club, edited by Chris Geiger – full of personal stories and good advice. I feel it will help you
to feel less alone.” It seems that the more people get cancer, the merrier for some!
According to Cancer Research UK, in 2012, more than 440 people died from cancer every
day in the UK, that's more than one person every four minutes.

An announcement was made in 2016 that some cancer patients now can
donate blood. This too, will further reduce the feeling of isolation!
http://www.bigcountryhomepage.com/news/main-news/rules-change-allowing-somecancer-survivors-to-donate-blood
Cancer Now Leading Killer in 12 European Nations, 15th august 2016
https://cancercompass.com/cancernews/article/55652.htm?utm_source=%40Cancer_Buzz&utm_medium=%23TCSC&utm_campaign=%23TCSC

Wikipedia mentions about Mrs Mooney that … “for thirty-five years …they
(she) lived on an organic farm”. Mrs. Mooney will therefore know the
importance of eating organic, but she advises a cancer sufferer to eat readymade meals from the supermarkets. Nutritionists say that ready-made meals
contribute to cancer. In 2015 a study was released that claims that sugary
foods cause cancer. Geiger announced that study on several mediums, the
same ones on which he advertised the sugary foods.
Natural therapists seem in disgrace, but their advice strangely continues to be
followed by those paid to ridicule them and by people considered “the elite”.

(http://www.nutritionist-resource.org.uk/nutritionist-articles/replace-the-unhealthy-readymeal, to name just one such example)

The following review by Mrs Mooney is published in Geiger’s book:
“I have no doubt this book will be very useful indeed. When a diagnosis is
made many people are afflicted by fear and negativity - which is why stories
that give hope are helpful to patient and family alike. Chris Geiger will prove
an inspiration.”
Only in the art of con.

The cancer trade made of Geiger, whose facial expressions, I believe, reflect
elements of psychopathology, its protagonist. Geiger went on pretending
for money a condition he did not have, including via official state media (the
BBC), whereby he heartlessly fooled people who are given lies, but no hope.
Even God seems to be taken away from the most desperate. Their illness and
the despair they are left with enlarge the ever growing kitty of shareholders
of a mammoth cancer business, neatly packaged under the name of Cancer
Research, while reducing the volume of people reaching a pensionable age
and over-population. Only by unleashing euthanasia can the success of this
business grow even more rapidly and come to its conclusion. The trade and
its protagonist do not leave it halfway. Questioning Geiger via the same
media who promoted him is not allowed.
Corascendea, Modern Cathar Parfaite

In his, in my opinion, sickly stories Geiger glorified cancer (which he himself
did not have) and he popularised treatments entailing side-effects (to which
he may have been subjected to in error).
For Geiger it was a way to secure for him-self a job which he hoped he will be
able to keep forever: Marketing by deception expensive cancer treatments
on behalf of a World cancer trade - the trade that made also him sick – and in
his case even without a need for him to have had cancer.
Geiger part-lived in Delray Beach in Florida, the home of the Eugene M. &
Christine E. Lynn Cancer Institute. He may have been connected to the Boca
Raton Regional Hospital. Below are some photos from their 2014 charitable
event.

Geiger’s projects included a feature on “World Cancer Day”,
in which the cancer business secured for itself through him
a Guinness World Record for ‘Most Published Newspaper
Article’. It starts like this:
Congratulations! You’re one of millions of people, in
potentially 38 countries reading this column today. You’ve
also enabled me to make history, by becoming the first person to obtain a
Guinness World Record for the “The most published feature newspaper article
in one day – by the same author.” (The Cancer Business.) You’re reading this in
one of hopefully 400 newspapers, who have … agreed … .
It’s not a coincidence I
chose today to write this
feature, or obtain a
Guinness World Record;
it’s ‘World Cancer Day’.
On the 4th February every
year, people, businesses,
governments and the
media work together...
The historic article is about
that it is good to exercise
and eat vegetables which,
presumably, you have not heard about, before. Cabbage is particularly praised.

But that same good cabbage is “very dangerous”
according to Professor Chris Bunce, left, at the occasion
of it being suggested to Geiger by Dr Cathar!
It looks like according to some scientists,
i.e. Bunce, even cabbage can become a
lethal killer, if the media provide publicity to
advance a corrupt career.
That much for scientific and media
credibility on the causes and the treatment of cancer.
You could not have invented this!
Dr Cathar has healed one dog of mammary adenocarcinoma solely with food.
Of her 10 dogs aged 11 – 17 none has or had cancer, while the statistics say
that a half of all dogs over 10 develop it.
More on the Professor:

http://www.cathar.org.uk/data/articles/Commenting_in_the_name_of_Science.pdf
… “If everyone did as I suggest above, (i.e.
walking and eating vegetables, Geiger writes,
and see him eating vegetables right) perhaps I
could obtain another World Record for saving
the most lives” …

“Cancer is a leading cause of death
around the world, according to World
Health Organisation, which estimates
that 84 million people will have died of
cancer between 2005 and 2015...”

The liar wrote: “I’m currently writing a book, a collection of true inspirational
stories from cancer survivors like myself (emphasised by Corascendea), who
have battled to overcome the effects of this awful disease. I want the book to
motivate, encourage and give hope to cancer sufferers, their family and
friends.”

Is Geiger really the hope that cancer patients today are left with?
He certainly is toasting to it.

Notebook
Monday, 27 June 2011 at 1:10 pm, Chris Geiger:

WHETHER you agree with assisted suicide or not, the BBC 2 documentary
which followed a man’s final moments as he was helped to end his life in
Switzerland has really helped create awareness on the whole euthanasia
subject again.
… we’re a nation of animals lovers, but (also) a nation of sadists and cowards.

We’re happy to rush our loyal fluffy moggy down to the vet and ‘put-it-out-ofits-misery’ or any other phrase we prefer to use, to justify our actions when
our pets are beyond repair. However we’d prefer to endure or witness family
members suffer from a slow and painful death, rather than lobby the
Government for a change in the law. …
When the possible voluntary euthanasia bill came to be discussed in 2015,
Geiger set on campaigning for other people’s right to kill themselves, but
withdrew his comments following criticism in the wake of his exposure. The
move to overturn UK assisted suicide law, mercifully, failed. Like with all
laws, it would be abused.
This lady needed help, but she was told to “adapt, or die”, instead, and her
case was used to advertise for euthanasia across the mainstream:

Enclosures:
Penny Brohn, a “holistic” centre …………………………………………………………………….. p 20
An article by Lisa Smyth of 22. April 2009 on a recovery from cancer ………….... p 21 - 22
Full Geiger’s story from his Book “The Cancer Survivors Club”, CKG 2012 ……... p 23 - 28
Relevant pages of letter by Leanne Buckle of 20th November 2014 ………………… p 29 - 31

To buy Geiger’s light-hearted book, go to:
This centre was established in 1980 by two
natural therapists to offer alternative cancer
treatments. Today, the managers promote
and sell a book by an impostor, who set
himself to destroy a natural therapist who
gave up working with people 10 years earlier.
She healed a dog of cancer, amongst other
results considered “impossible”. She rebuilt
crushed bones in a bird and enabled a dog with radial paralysis, a condition normally
resulting in the amputation of the affected limb, to regain the full use of that affected leg.
These results are documented on www.dhaxem.com .

Medics baffled as woman's killer cancer disappears
By Lisa Smyth

Article appeared in The Belfast Telegraph, Wednesday 22 April 2009

A Northern Ireland woman
who was diagnosed with
terminal cancer before the
tumour
miraculously
disappeared may have
been saved by her own
immune system.
Sharyn Mackay, from
Newcastle, Co Down, was
diagnosed with a cancerous tumour on her kidney which was so rare that
doctors at Craigavon Area Hospital sent samples of it for examination by
specialists in London, Glasgow and Harvard.
The mother-of-four was then dealt a further devastating blow by doctors —
the cancer was inoperable and chemotherapy, even if it worked, would only
add a few weeks to her life.
“They said it was spindle cell sarcoma which is normally a bone cancer,” she
explained.
The mother was left stunned, however, when further scans to see how the
cancer was progressing showed that it had inexplicably disappeared.
“The doctors were astonished and said it could not have been due to anything
they’d done,” she added.
“Four radiographers studied the scans and none of them could quite believe it.
The tumours had gone and I was told to leave the hospital and live a full life.
The cancer has never come back and I have never felt better.”
While Mrs Mackay attributed her recovery to the power of prayer, medical
experts are now considering the possibility that her immune system played a
vital role in destroying the tumour.

A study of Norwegian women concluded that spontaneous remission of breast
cancer may have occurred in 20 per cent of cases. …
“Cancer Research is funding research into this area and pharmaceutical
companies are working in this area too.” (Really?)
Mrs Mackay’s amazing recovery first came to light in 2005 when she told the
Belfast Telegraph how she prayed to God and pleaded to survive her illness.
She said: “The night before that scan I wrote in my journal: ‘Thank you God for
healing me. I know I will get clear results tomorrow.’
“The following day my consultant at Craigavon smiled at me for the first time
in ages. He explained that he had been dreading that day, as four world
authorities had examined my scans and all confirmed the worst.
“But the most recent scan revealed the tumours and lesions were gone. He
had called in radiographers and doctors to look over all the scans and no-one
could explain it.”…

This woman’s healing of cancer was illegal.

Further information:

http://www.cathar.org.uk/data/articles/Four_years_on.pdf
http://www.cathar.org.uk/data/articles/Dhaxem_and_Cancer.pdf
http://www.cathar.org.uk/data/articles/Commenting_in_the_name_of_Science.pdf
http://www.cathar.org.uk/data/articles/Truth_behind_the_Story_-_Geiger_e-mails.pdf

Full story as published in the “Cancer Survivors Club”, a book by Chris Geiger.
The Daily Mail found this twaddle “very useful indeed” and “an inspiration”:

Next – Relevant pages of Letter by Leanne Buckle, BBC:

Ms Buckle cites the flexibility of the term “due”
accuracy as understood by the BBC, seemingly to suit
various political and other pressure subjects, and she
recalls points of the complaint:

Here the advisor states that, should the BBC have demanded a proof of
Geiger’s cancer, it would have constituted a breach of confidentiality and, that
the Trustees would be happy to see a marketing entry on Amazon by Geiger
selling his book as a ground for making a factual film on medicine.

Based on this argumentation, the advisor believes that the Appeal is unlikely to
be successful:

If on everyone’s jury sat the tried person’s associates
no-one would be convicted.

In this case, as in many others, Justice is left to God and he is seeing to it with all who
were and are involved:
http://www.cathar.org.uk/data/articles/Four_years_on.pdf

Check it out, while you smile.

